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Catalytic Converter responsible for Ozone gap
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    Skin diseases, diseases of the respiratory tract and above all asthma, genetic defects as well

as cancer, including leukemia, are rapidly increasing in the western conurbations with the use

of catalytic converter (cat) cars – since 1990 very heavely in the east-Bloc states: fall of the

wall and exchange of old cars without cat against cat cars 1-6.

    Responsible for this fact are in the air finest distributed metals, like mercury/mercurials,

cadmium, the most commen occupational as well as public contact allergen nickel 7 and the

most significant atmospheric asthmatic pollution platinum 8, palladium, rhodium  (automobile

exhaust) with or without heavy pollutions of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons , as well as

root particles 9-11.

    There came already warnings about 15 to 20 years ago by american experts, who carried

out appropriate experiments using these catalytic converters 12: Nobody, as usual, heard to

them. Now, since the use of catalytic converters, it is snowing in Greenland over 120 times

higher concentrations of platinum and rhodium 13.

    The western hemisphere is assumed to be contaminated in alarming proportions in the near

future with the platinum group metals, beside the already existing contamination with

mercury out of fossil fuel.

    A cat car loses on average 1.5 microgram finest distributed (colloidal) platinum (plus

palladium and rhodium) per kilometer drive. In a tailback and a slow move are these 1.1

gram. In a metropolis like Munich about 300 to 400 gram per year including hydrocarbons

and root particles 14-16.



    The direct inhalation by pedestrians/infants and pregnant woman explains the increasing

disease rates. That fact can not be changed with minimization by the automobile industry or

by others 17. The mechanisms acting are the affinity of nickel for nitrogen and not for sulfur.

Colloidal platinum/palladium and nickel for instance have a preference for carbon, alkene,

alkine; alkylate, catalyse additive reactions, oxidations, hydrogenations. Platinum (Cis-

Platinum) inhibits/stimulates proliferations/IgE-synthesis. Against the emerging genetic

defects are our genetic engineers now fighting, a heavely expanding new field with new

market: We are changing the evolution in high speed.

There is evidence for substantial variations of the hydroxyl radical (OH) concentrations in the

Southern and Northern Hemisphere during the last two decades. The hydroxyl radical is the

dominant oxidizing chemical in the atmosphere and is therefore directly involved in the ozone

depletion and the greenhouse effect 18.

    Radical reactions in that “metal-oxygen-nitrogen-carbon-water soup” are responsible for

the ozone gap and the greenhouse effect. The catalyst metals, and therefore the automobile

traffic, are for rising disease rates, ozone gap, greenhouse effect, climate change and forest

dieback “the” responsible causes and not carbon dioxid with its dramatic rise 19,20. New

analytic procedures for the detection of these platinum group metals will be available in the

near future 19.

    The consequence should therefore be clear: fastest reduction of the metals out of our

atmosphere (beside reduction of carbon dioxid) – maybe we are in luck and the atmosphere is

regenerating – like it did some millions of years ago at the time of the saurien dead.
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